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The importance of combining scholarly research with professional experience was the overarching topic as more
than 230 scholars and practitioners gathered March 10-11 for the fifth annual Homeland Defense and Security
Education Summit.
The two-day summit at the University of Maryland Marriot Inn and Conference Center in College Park, Md., was
titled "The Practitioner-Scholar Relationship: Methods/Models for Sharing Requirements and Capabilities" and
featured remarks from Craig Fugate, Administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Paul
Stockton, Assistant Secretary of Defense.
The summit was hosted by the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security, the
Homeland Security and Defense Education Consortium Association, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and
the University of Maryland University College.
"This has become the seminal event for those of us who would like to move homeland security education forward,"
Supinski said.
Attendees came from government agencies as well as from schools that participate in the University and Agency
Partnership Initiative operated by the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security
(CHDS). Past summits have centered on establishing programs and developing curriculum; this year’s conference
focused on the importance of combining practical experience with academic credentials for instructors and
integrating that experience into the curriculum and the classroom.
The academic discipline of homeland security is still in its infancy. With few doctoral available, the role of the scholar
who has practical experience is important because the theoretical base is still in the development stages and the
fact that many students typically come to the classroom with years of professional experience.
"You can’t be sitting in an ivory tower ruminating about homeland security," said Stan Supinski, Director of
Partnership Programs at the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security. "If you don’t
have experience, gaining credibility in the classroom can be tough."
Break-out sessions addressed a plethora of topics related to educational requirements, measuring outcomes and
other issues related to the practitioner-scholar model. Presenters at the summit painted a picture of a discipline still
seeking to find widespread acceptance in academia.
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The capacity to integrate practical experience with scholarly credentials is a "validity test" of faculty in the eyes of
many students, said Vincent Henry of the Homeland Security Management Institute at Long Island University during
a presentation titled "The Practitioner-Scholar: Operationalizing the Concept in Homeland Security/Defense
Education at the Graduate Level."
Long Island University’s graduate program embraces the practitioner-scholar approach coupled with an emphasis
on case studies to teach homeland security and defense principles to a student population primarily comprising
experienced professionals.
"The Homeland Security Management Institute’s graduate program is designed and delivered by professionals for
professionals," Henry said.
Crafting a university-level homeland security program poses challenges on a few fronts, Henry said. An example is
the promotion and tenure system that rewards theoretical research over practical research, and that places little
value on a faculty member’s professional accomplishments outside academia. Another impediment is often the
prevailing views within university administrations.
"In many quarters of academia there exists an anti-practitioner ideology, just as there is often an anti-homeland
security ideology," Henry noted.
One group of researchers outlined how to mold curriculum to ensure basic core outcomes. Cheryl Polson of Kansas
State University, Jim Ramsay of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Keith Logan of Kutztown University and John
Persyn of the U.S. Command and General Staff College presented a session titled "Meeting the Needs of Homeland
Security/Defense Professionals: What are the Core Academic Areas that Could Be Used to Define Outcomes-based
Curricula?"
The four urged scholars to focus on outcome-based education that will give employers confidence that graduates in
the field possess a common body of knowledge, similar to accountants or engineers.
"Really, this question is at the heart of what we are trying to identify. What should a graduate in homeland security
look like," Persyn said.
This research team developed core curriculum for a homeland security degree based upon model curriculum
developed by the Homeland Security and Defense Consortium Association and supplemented with courses in
environmental security and civil-military relations.
Another breakout session discussed how to best sustain a homeland security program. Supinski urged schools to
admit the right mix of practitioners in their student composition, forge relations with outside agencies in the area and
to draw from existing faculty in existing departments, such as business management or political science.
"Whenever you can get more departments involved, the better your chance of success," Supinski said.
Fugate: Disaster response should serve whole communities
Decision-makers and responders need to do a better job of serving all segments of society when responding to
disasters and need to craft clearer communications when responding to such events, Craig said Fugate,
Administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Fugate was the keynote speaker on the summit’s first day. His message was complemented during an address on
the second day from Andy Mitchell, Assistant Administrator, National Training and Education, National Preparedness
Directorate, FEMA, who called for a more involved public in disaster response.
Fugate said government agencies have "planned for easy" when it comes to disaster response. When agencies
perform post-event reviews of their work, they typically find that segments of the community have been underserved,
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such as the elderly or disabled.
"We tend to plan for easy and note the community we serve," Fugate said.
For example, FEMA has a supply of cots that are military surplus. They are cheap and accessible, but difficult for
people who need to transfer into bed from wheelchairs. That leaves segments of the population underserved.
"Let’s just hope whoever attacks us attacks only healthy adults," Fugate quipped.
In addition to more comprehensive response planning, emergency managers should improve the content of their
communications while also exploring more modern mediums to deliver that message.
Officials also should examine how they are delivering messages to the public as younger generations eschew
traditional communication outlets in favor of social media. Fugate cited an American Red Cross survey in which up
to 50 percent of respondents said if they use Twitter or a text message to report an emergency, they expect a
response.
During his remarks, Mitchell reiterated the need for more effective communication with a public that is evolving in
how it receives and transmits information.
"A lot of the traditional networks (of communication) will not be available. We need to rethink how we communicate
to the public and how citizens communicate with us," Mitchell said.
Stockton urges academic study on critical issues
Educational institutions should focus their homeland security curriculums on areas of greatest need to the nation,
Assistant Secretary of Defense Paul Stockton said during the second day of the summit.
In his Defense Department position since 2009, Stockton oversees U.S. security affairs in the Western Hemisphere,
homeland defense as well as military support of civil authorities when responding to disasters. A slew of issues
within those responsibility areas are perfectly suited for scholarly research, he noted.
For instance, in the aftermath of the earthquakes in Haiti, assisting nations were forced "to play a pick-up game" in
responding to the disaster because there was uncertainty about each country’s capabilities.
"We should already know in advance the emergency capabilities of other nations," Stockton said. "We need to work
with partners to build disaster management capabilities."
Such an issue would be conducive for academic study, especially for homeland security programs at schools that
have an international relations field of study.
"I urge you to start looking at that as a way to branch out," he said. "It’s politically a good thing, and it could save
lives."
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